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Across
1 Scottish side St. Johnstone
finally exposed top FIFA
corruption (4,4)
5 It has Bill Voce in a tangle at
first (6)
10 Notorious murderer captures
leader of Rolling Stones (5)
11 Shot a curler...it netted! (9)
12 First class return required to
get in? (5,4)
13 A few lines about old music
hall (5)
14 Something washed out tin
over there (6)
15 Fakir relies on this source of
growth (7)
18 Dying to know about liberal
arts dropping Brit-pop! (3,4)
20 Little girl eats bananas and an
ice cream (6)

26

28

22 Somewhere to drink for those
on a diet? (5)
24 Model introduced to one from
US city not unknown - she has
plenty of contatcts! (9)
25 Worried, presuming they're
attacking (9)
26 German paper that is missing
report of The Occupation (5)
27 Little bird's song gets rid of
Norwegian birds (6)
28 His pony's gone for therapy
(8)
Down
1 Pass key cut (6)
2 US city Tuscaloosa in T'Pau
live shows (5,4)
3 Austen heroine shone in this
novel? (5,2,8)
4 Abandoned in favour of Ms
Doone (almost) (7)
6 One from Australian state

capital setting for 3, 4 19 (9,6)
7 How to get smaller iceberg
lettuce - first hollow out (5)
8 He'd try on awful dirge (8)
9 Will sacked offensive
character outside plant
production line (6)
16 Boycott going over point?
That's threatening! (9)
17 Train on tube is a source of
noxious fumes (8)
19 Hardy girl threw up over a
Parisian boulevard (6)
20 Meet Saturday....is Friday
vacant? (7)
21 Coach goes round pothole,
known for being treacherous
(6)
23 Bud can be saucy! (5)

